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Hot on the heels of what might be the world’s most expensive Morris Eight (April’s Morris Monthly) comes potentially the 
world’s most expensive Morris 10! This example is offered for sale at www.prewarcar.com ( a web site well worth browsing) 
and on the dealer’s site at www.hubert-kranz.de/pics/5.htm, where other good quality photos of the car are available. There’s 

not much other detail about this tidy looking car, unfortunately. Your estimate will have to be in Euros, so remember that 1€ = about 
£0.90

The asking price?
Answer on Page 27

1935
10/4 Morris 

Tourer

Please refer to your 
Morris Register Handbook, 
which you received with 
your membership card on 
renewal

COVER PHOTO:  Doug Townsend’s 1935 Series 2 Ten Four

The Morris Register operates a spares service that could help you to keep your Morris on the road. The 
Service is run by a few dedicated volunteers in their own free time.

Stock items mainly comprise small engine, transmission, electrical and brake parts for the ‘8’ and ‘10’ 
models with a limited stock of similar parts for other Morris models. Body and trim parts are not stocked 
and it is not possible, given the voluntary nature of the service, to stock any of the larger and heavier 
components. We cannot, and do not, carry every conceivable spare part, but our service often includes 
the knowledge of where parts can be obtained, and we can generally point members in the right direction.

The service does not include any second-hand items, although we do know of a number of dealers and 
traders (some of whom are Register members) who specialise in used spares and we can redirect members to 
them where appropriate. We no longer produce a catalogue, but a stock list is in the course of preparation.

Given the limited capability of the service, it is preferable for members to enquire first before placing an 
order that we may be unable to fulfil. Some “out of stock” items can be sourced fairly quickly in cases 
where alternatives are not available, and the primary objective of the spares service is to assist members 
to get what they want as quickly as possible, even if it means redirecting them to other sources.
By phone: 07950 972401 (limited response hours)
By e-mail:  thespares@morrisregister.co.uk
By post to:  The Spares Service
  Hey Cottage,
  Heyside Royton
  OLDHAM OL2 6LW
Payments to “MoClub Ltd” by: Cheque or Credit Card - No cash please.
Please remember the Service is run by members for the benefit of other members in their own time 
amidst many other family and personal priorities. Much as we would like, we cannot provide an 
overnight service or be expected to deal with orders by return of post.
What we can, and will do, is our utmost to make sure you get the parts you need!

T h e  M o r r i s  R e g i s t e r  S p a r e s  S e r v i c e
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ED ITOR  Rob  Symonds  w r i t e s :

After last month’s Drive-it-Day Special things are more back 
to normal this month. Once again, thanks to those who 

have sent in items and pictures, and apologies for anything I 
have had to leave out because of space constraints.
I’m very gratified now to see that the regional contributions are 
settling down into a good spectrum of material, but there is still 
plenty of scope for individuals to submit copy for publication, so please don’t hide 
your light under a bushel! This month you will see the special feature on ethanol, 
and though many of us enjoy drinking it, and are aware of the associated dangers, 
how many of us are quite so knowledgeable about the potential hazards of using 
it as a fuel in old cars? Ethanol, of course, unlike oil based fuels, is claimed to 
be “carbon neutral” in that the carbon captured from the atmosphere by plants 
is merely returned there by the combustion process. Its benefits are not quite as 
clear cut as that, however, since in the Third World the widespread switch in use 
of land from food production to fuel production has created food shortages and 
been responsible for rocketing the price of rice. Nevertheless, I guess ethanol is 
here to stay in petrol, so we’d better be prepared to deal with any consequences!

PRES IDENT Bob  Beaumont  w r i t e s :

It’s not often now that one comes across anything Morris in 
every day life but I did recently whilst waiting for a hair cut.

Going through the pile of tatty magazines on the table looking 
for something of interest to read to my surprise I came across a 
copy of Heritage Commerical for January 2004.

A feature on Bishops Move, a London remover, with several 
Morris vehicles in their past fleet, included a 1928 high top 
van, now preserved, and three photos of Morris commercials in rally reports. 
Finally there was a feature on the three axle Commercial D type of around 1929 
which saw service not only in countries in the great Empire but others, including 
Argentina, Japan, Persia, Romania and Siam. Needless to say I left with the 
magazine and will copy any of the items on request.

To conclude, can I just add that I’m looking forward to seeing many of you at the 
National Rally!
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The late Ken Wills, a coach 
operator, built up his 

collection over 60 years and the 
auction to dispose of it took place 
near Exeter. The sale’s low key 
nature fuelled a buying frenzy. 
“People were getting swept away 
with the whole thing”, reported 
one trader.

Although the star of the show was 
a De Dion-Bouton which fetched 
£51000, there was plenty of 
interest for Morris enthusiasts as 
these pictures show.

The less than perfect images here 
were extracted from a number of 
videos available at youtube.com. 
If you want to take a look at them 
for yourself, just go to Youtube 
and do a search under “Stags 
Auction”.

The pictures of the two Minors 
(we don’t count the low light MM) 
were from the Vintage Minor 
Register website, which also 
has a link to some of the prices 
obtained:
Eight Series E (APR 53): £1000
Eight Series 2 (DFJ 977): £5700
Cowley Tourer: £9750
Minor (TV 8748): £3200
Minor Tourer (YY1359): £5000

Stags
“Auction of 
a Lifetime
Collection”
25th April
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f rom  SECRETARy,  Mike  B rear s
N O T I C E  O F  E x E C u T I V E  C O M M I T T E E  M E E T I N G

Another reminder that the next Executive Committee Meeting will be held on Saturday 25th July 2009 starting at 
10.30 a.m. at the Coventry Transport Museum.

RESOLuTIONS FOR THE ANNuAL GENERAL MEETING ON 3rd OCTObER 2009

If any member has a proposal they would like to put for consideration as a resolution at the AGM, it needs to be 
submitted in writing either by post or e-mail to the Secretary by no later than Wednesday 22nd July 2009 so that it 

can be included on the agenda for the Executive meeting on the 25th. This is also so that details of resolutions can be 
included on the voting papers that will be posted out with the September newsletter.

5
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from WEbMASTER,
      Jim Riglar
F O R u M
The on-line forum is now live. Apart from the Eight MVS, there is also a “General Discussion” forum. The forum is 
available through the Members’ Area of the website. As usage of the forum increases, the mailing list system used 
predominantly by the Eight MVS will be wound down.
If any member has difficulty in signing-up to the forum, please e-mail me at thewebmaster@morrisregister.co.uk and I 
will provide assistance as appropriate.
A R C H I V E
I hope to start work on re-organising and extending the archive material held in the members’ area of the website. This 
includes the capture of photos from past National events, Register publications and minutes from previous committee 
meetings.  Any archive material is always welcome, particularly if it has already been transferred to a soft-copy format!   

..... to design the LOGO for 
the 50th Anniversary  of the 
Morris Register in 2010.
Ideas/entries to the Editor, 
please.
Closing Date end of August

MEMBERS’ AREA 
PASSWORD
will change to

hayfog
from the start of the 

current month

C O N TA C T  S O u G H T
Roger Steel wishes to contact Michael Paulley from Bridgnorth who has a 10 M similar to his own. Please make 
contact via Midland Chairman, Mike Porter on 01384 376961 or email: mike.j.porter@btinternet.com
C A N  y O u  H E L P ?
From Nigel Boothman, Classic Cars Magazine contributor: This is a bit of a long-shot, but I'm hoping you 
might know a car and owner by description. I work for Classic Cars magazine, and a mate of mine attended the recent 
VSCC Oulton Park meeting where he met a young chap (barely out of university) with a vintage Morris. The chap had 
restored the car himself, sensibly electing to spend his student grant on it, rather than on Pot Noodles and cider in the 
usual manner. My mate described the car as being ‘like an 18/80 MG’, by which he meant late 20s, torpedo four-seat 
tourer, but he described a Hotchkiss-type sidevalve engine, so he may have meant ‘like a 14/40 MG’. Sounds like a 
Cowley to me. Any ideas who he might be? We’d love to track him down for a possible feature in the magazine, as it’s so 
unusual to find someone born in the late 1980s who’s restored his own vintage car.
Contact nigelboothman@tiscali.co.uk/ 0131 668 4199 / 07837 828133
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from JOINT NATIONAL RALLy
ORGANISER, Malcolm Dixon

The National Rally goes global – well almost. Our first overseas applicants are Norman and Betty Kear from California 
who own a Series E Morris 8 and will be visiting Thoresby Park while on holiday. I’m sure a warm welcome will be 

extended to them. Hopefully some of our European members and friends will join us again this year. 
So far 95 entry passes have been issued but don’t leave it too much longer to send in your application. By the time you 
read this, there will be only a few weeks left in the run up to the event. I’m away 8-22 July and on returning will issue 
entry passes for applications received during that time. Please don’t be concerned at this delay in responding but if 
you’ve any urgent questions, please ring Ken Holden in my absence. 
Can I remind everyone that the National Rally is completely free to Morris Register members? So those of you who may 
feel our subscriptions are too high – this is the opportunity to get your money’s worth! The trip just to socialise among 
like-minded enthusiasts and see the splendid Concours exhibits on the Sunday when our vehicles have been given that 
extra touch of polish is worth the effort.
Ken and I encourage other classic car clubs to join us and hope that Jowett will be with us this year. A small charge is 
made that helps defray costs to our Club. The social side of the weekend gets off to a good start with Bog Oak playing in 
the marquee on Friday evening. Remember to bring your own drinks and glasses.
Welcome news for those who enjoy a libation is that draught Worthington will be on at £1.75 a pint, lager under £2.00 
and wine and spirits at reduced prices in Perlethorpe Village Hall on the Saturday evening. Entertainment is by Sounds 
Scottish, father and son accordionists from Huddersfield. Donations for the tombola stall will be appreciated and the 
proceeds go to Club funds. Preparations are well in hand and we’re still considering more entertainment for the children 
but have to consider health and safety provisions before making any decision.
On a different subject, I recently had to replace the stainless steel exhaust system on a van and one was obtainable from 
the manufacturer but at considerable cost. A local small specialist company made one up for me at half the price so I 
suggested he try the old car club scene and gave him an application form for a trade stand. You could maybe encourage 
your contacts to take a pitch at our Rally. Just let me know their contact details.
Now an appeal – I’ve come across a winner’s plaque for a 2nd in Class from last year. If you didn’t receive yours, please 
let me know. Finally, all of last year’s class winners have automatic entry to this year’s Superclass and it would be a bonus 
if you were all able to attend. Please remember to include stamped addressed envelope with your application!
Happy motoring.

from P.R.O. ARDINGLy 
SHOW, Frank Kay

At the Show Management Team meeting in May attended by Dave Harris, he suggested I write an update to appraise 
you of all the exciting innovations at this years Show on the weekend of 11 and 12 July……then added, “in about 300 

words”.
The best advice is to click onto the Show Website at www.ardinglyvcvshow.org.uk as every effort is made by Webmaster 
Dave Bennett to keep it right up to date, but for those of you without internet access, let me try to tempt your taste buds.
A concerted effort continues to be made to widen the appeal of the Show by attracting family visitors, whilst retaining 
the hard core enthusiast as it is now the biggest Show of its kind in the SE of the UK, with commensurate operating 
costs. We need in excess of 4000 visitors just to break even, consequently our marketing effort has been re-focused, with 
a carefully targeted increase in Local Radio advertising which proved very effective in 2008. This year’s Show is being 
advertised on Bright FM, Splash FM, Kent Messenger FM and Sovereign FM, with a proven combined listener base of 
127000, versus 33000 of Bright FM alone in 2008. The Campaign will run over 12 days, incorporating a synchronized 
Breakfast Competition and the 40 second advert which is very punchy……and our target is to lift attendance into the 
8000 to 10000 range.
To increase the family appeal, the Kiddies Corner attractions have been significantly increased with new items such 
as Cub Carts…..electric mini go-karts…..whilst still retaining the old favourites such as Punch and Judy, and Bouncy 
Castles.
The completely revised showguide, or should I say programme, is going from strength to strength with advertising sales 
44% up versus 2008 now accounting for almost £6000. Also, there are a lot of indications that the population of the UK 
is staying at home in large numbers due to the recession, and looking for local shows and events to visit.
If you wish to enter your car on the day, you will now be greeted with a smile and made very welcome in the “Classics Pay 
on the Day” class run by John and Elaine Lewis, where for the modest sum of £10, you will gain access for your vehicle 
with 2 adults and 2 children, into your own dedicated display ring and picnic area. Full info is on the Website.
Finally, I was successful with the RAF Events Team and so a Spitfire and Hurricane of the Battle of Britain Memorial 
Flight will display for us on the Sunday along with low level aerobatics from a Pitts Special. On the Saturday we have a 
Spitfire Mk IX, Messerschmitt 108G and a USAF Grasshopper displaying for us in mock combat, assisted by our Military 
Section who will join in with a firepower display.
It only remains to say, “ Come and join us for a magical trip down memory lane, and with a German Uumpah Band and 
Irish Ceilidh Band in the Beer Festival…..the smiles per pint are guaranteed.”
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from JOINT NATIONAL RALLy
ORGANISER, Malcolm Dixon

Member Ian Thompson has contacted Morris Monthly with details of a correspondence he has had with FBHVC concerning 
detrimental effects of ethanol in fuel. Rosy Pugh passed his letter to the FBHVC’s technical expert for a reply, and 
both Ietters are reproduced below. By coincidence, Secretary Mike Brears forwarded details of a fuel additive, Sta-Bil, 
which is now available in the UK and which claims to combat the worst effects of ethanol in fuels, and its promotional 
blurb is reproduced at the end of this section.

Members should, of course, reach their own conclusions about the claims being made. In particular, be aware that 
Sta-Bil is a product from the USA where petrol is of an E10 standard, i.e. contains up to 10% ethanol, twice the level 
quoted by Shell UK. All the claims about water absorption and phase separation when ethanol is present make good 
scientific sense, but your Editor is keen to hear from anyone who is suddenly having problems with fuel which they 
have never suffered before and might be ethanol related. Please let me know so that we can begin to build up a picture 
of what might be going on.

I would be most obliged if you could pass this letter on to Dr Matt Vincent, the Fuel Technology Specialist for 
FBHCV, for a response on the contents noted.

With regard to the effects of ethanol in petrol, I have experienced the following problems which I consider to 
the be the effects of ethanol in petrol:
The interior of my 1936 International Norton’s petrol tank was sealed with ‘Petseal’ in the 1980s and has had 
no problems at all until this year.  Having stood over the winter with fuel in the tank as normal, I was horrified 
to find that the sealant has deteriorated into a sticky chewing gum mass, peeling away from the metal.  It 
does re-harden when exposed to air but reverts to gum when the cap is closed.  It clogs the petrol tap filters 
and makes the bike unusable.  To remove the mess physically would mean removing the bottom of the tank 
to gain access and the cleaning chemicals can destroy the original finishing and the transfers (which are not 
available).   To rectify the problem would cost around £2,000 and destroy originality.  The tank is a pie crust 
soldered construction.
The additional problems noted with the current fuel is that the petrol rated rubber fuel hose fell off when 
charged with petrol due to the connection point and the tap had swollen the rubber to the extent that it failed 
to grip the brass connector.  This is a significantly dangerous situation as failure could occur when riding, thus 
allowing fuel to spill unseen onto a hot exhaust pipe.
The current fuel has attacked the zinc finish to the mag cover turning part of it grey and rough, additionally 
where petrol has been leaking from the hose tap joint onto the primary chaincase,  it has turned the surface 
dull and sticky after 40+ years with no problems.
Additional to the above, I have found over recent years that my motorcycle engines 1936 International Norton 
and Model 95R Sunbeam 1934 have required less ignition timing advance, eg, the Norton Magneto provides 
1” of piston movement from retard to full advance (measured) the original works setting was 11/16“ BTDC 
on full advance. This now causes distress to the engine and subsequently runs correctly on 1/2” advance.  
This applies to both engines.  This indicates that the volatility of the fuel has changed and that keeping to the 
original advance settings is now detrimental to the motor’s life.
These problems raise a number of questions to which I feel that our movement requires full answers:
1. Why was a new fuel introduced without the effect of the chemical contents being known? If it was 

known, why were warnings not published in advance?
2. Why was a list of fuels that contain potentially harmful ingredients not circulated to the Historic Vehicle 

Movement with an alternative fuel recommendation?
3. Why were pumps not carrying any warning to the public to the effect that the fuel contained may cause 

damage?
4. What is the risk to vehicle owners that have petrol rated rubber components, i.e. seals, diaphragms, 

pipes, etc. and what are the specified B.S. ratings for new components compatible for use with ethanol 
petrol (if they exist)?

5. With the new fuels ‘Fast Burn’ properties, are pre war and auto advance units providing excessive timing 
advance to the detriment of the engine’s longevity and if so, how can this factor be resolved?

6. Is there any means whereby loss and expense can be recovered from the petroleum industry where 
damage has been caused by their products or lack of safety warnings?

In order to partially offset the effects of quick burn modern fuels, I have resorted to adding two stroke oil 
to the petrol.  This has resulted in smoother running of my pre war cars with the added bonus of an upper 
cylinder lubricant which provides a smokeless burn.  This addition of about 50-60:1 appears to slow the burn 
rate sufficiently.  Your views on this practice would be of interest.

I A N  T H O M P S O N ’ S  L E T T E R  TO  F b H V C
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REPLy from DR MATT VINCENT, FuEL TECHNOLOGy SPECIALIST FOR FbHVC

I am sorry to hear of your experiences with fuel containing 
ethanol.  We are aware that there seems to be variable 

experiences with these tank sealing products:  some have had 
problems, while others, possibly using different products, may 
have been more fortunate.  The FBHVC has made some effort 
to investigate these problems, but has received little assistance 
from manufacturers to date.  However it does appear that 
products of more recent manufacture originating from the USA 
may be resistant to the effects of ethanol in petrol.  Ethanol 
has been added to petrol in the USA for quite some time now.  
A possible explanation for your particular difficulty may well 
be that when the tank was sealed in the 1980s there was no 
understanding of what could happen with petrol containing 
ethanol, which at that time was almost unknown in petrol 
in the UK.  Interestingly, Cleveland Discol petrol, which was 
widely sold in the 1950s and 1960s, contained alcohol and 
this aspect was in fact advertised.  There is no knowledge of 
adverse effects at that time, but it is possible that tank sealants 
of the type you used in the 1980s were not needed or perhaps 
not available in the 1950s or 1960s.
Moving on to the questions you have raised, rather than answer 
on a point by point basis, which might lead to some degree of 
repetition, I would rather give the following response:
The use of ‘bio’ components in fuels, i.e. those produced 
through natural or renewable means, such as ethanol in 
petrol, or products derived from natural oils such as rape seed 
oil in diesel fuels, was brought about by an EU directive to 
Governments of countries forming part of the EU.  The purpose 
of doing this is to reduce the carbon footprint produced by 
automotive transport.  Vehicle manufacturers were consulted 
and consented to modest use of bio components, typically 
at the 5% level, on the basis that their tests had shown there 
would be no problems.  The inclusion of such products has 
thus become a legal requirement.  Although in an ideal world 
fuels containing bio components would not be used in older 
vehicles, in reality there is little which can be done about such 
a directive.  Unfortunately, the FBHVC does not have the 
political clout to resist an EU directive of this sort.
Similarly, provision of alternative fuels, i.e. those based purely 
on crude oil, for older vehicles is not commercially feasible.  
Manufacture might be possible, although costs would be high, 
distribution remains an almost insuperable problem.  Fuel 
retailing is so competitive, and margins are so slim that it is 
unlikely that forecourt operators would be prepared to tie up a 
pump or two for the inevitably low volume of fuel which would 
be sold from that pump. Inevitably the price would have to 
be very much higher to produce the income stream necessary 
from the pumps concerned, and this would have the effect of 
further depressing the demand for the fuel from that pump. 
Furthermore, if only a small number of operators signed up 
to sell the alternative fuel, network coverage would be very 
poor: you might find that you could buy the desired fuel in 
Slough, say, but if you travelled to Aylesbury, or further afield 
to Rugby or the Midlands, you might not be able to re-fuel 
for your homeward journey.  Ultimately, the ability to use the 
vehicle concerned for any but the most local of journeys could 
be compromised.
A similar logic applies to the lack of labelling on pumps.  On 
the basis that vehicle manufacturers had effectively given their 
blessing for their inclusion of up to 5% on bio components, 
there seemed to be little point in announcing this on the pump, 

since no adverse affects were anticipated.  If labels were in fact 
used, and all the fuel contained ethanol (petrol) or bio diesel 
(diesel fuel), the ability of the owner of an older vehicle to find 
an alternative fuel not containing the bio components is still 
hamstrung by the factors outlined above.
Unfortunately, the situation forces the users of older cars, 
motorcycles, trucks and buses to adapt to the new fuel.  An 
example of this would be where degradation of rubber or 
plastic components occurs;  these should be replaced with 
modern equivalents which are likely to be resistant to the 
new fuels.  I realise that for many this would be carried out 
with some regret, but it is unlikely that the piping used when 
the vehicle was first produced is still in use on any pre-WWII 
vehicle, for example, which is still road-worthy.
Adaptation to the rolling changes in automotive fuels is not a 
new phenomenon, and you may recall the events of the phasing 
out of two-star petrol about twenty years ago, or the (almost) 
elimination of leaded petrol about ten years ago.  Interestingly, 
it is the problems associated with attempts to proved a supply 
of leaded petrol for older cars, since the elimination of most of 
the leaded fuel, which led to the observations about distribution 
difficulties with alternative fuels outlined above.
There have been discussions about fast burning fuels/slow 
burning fuels on and off since the withdrawal of two-star 
petrol, but in reality, much of the perceived change in engine 
behaviour over the years is more correctly laid at the change in 
volatility over time.  Older engines were designed to operate 
on fuels of very much lower volatility (they needed to be 
much warmer to produce the vapour necessary to support 
combustion), because this is what was in production at the 
time.  The revolution in refinery technology and practice over 
the last seventy or eighty years has led to the production of 
much more volatile fuels, which produce vapour at much lower 
temperatures.  These fuels can produce operating problems for 
owners of older cars and motorcycles.  The inclusion of ethanol 
in the fuel unfortunately tends to increase volatility, so it can 
give an additional twist to the problems encountered by some 
drivers and riders.  Some have responded to this by adding 
diesel or kerosene to the fuel, although I personally would 
not recommend this, because of oil dilution problems.  You 
mention that the inclusion of a small amount of two-stroke 
oil has beneficial results.  If this works for your machines, 
then fine;  it is unlikely to cause lubrication problems, and if 
your plugs are hot enough, should not result in plug fouling.  
However, there remains the possibility that some sort of 
unwanted but as yet not-evident side effect might arise in the 
future.
My personal preference is to treat the cause rather than the 
symptoms, and to reduce the flow of heat from the engine 
into the liquid side of the fuel system.  Some owners are 
reluctant to do this because it involves modifications such as 
the use of thermal breaks or baffles, and thus a departure from 
originality.  Ultimately it is a decision for the individual.
I hope this is of some use to you, although sadly there can be 
no complete answer to the difficulties you have highlighted.  
Taking action against the oil companies is unlikely to be 
effective or to produce much satisfaction as they are in the 
main complying with legal requirement emanating originally 
from the EU.
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The fact that all petrol now contains a small percentage 
of ethanol raises two very important issues.   

Ethanol is hygroscopic and this leads to separation 
of the ethanol and petrol with the ethanol going 
to the bottom of the tank/fuel pump/
float chamber etc. and ethanol is not 
compatible with a range of materials: 
aluminium, brass, natural rubber, etc.
Shell UK have advised as follows:
“The fuel we sell will continue to comply 
with the relevant fuel standards and 
specifications as it did previously. The 
finished petrol will meet the UK gasoline 
standard   EN228, and the maximum amount 
of ethanol blended into the fuel will be 
in line with this and the RTFO (renewable 
fuel transport obligation - 5% max).”
However that doesn't really help owners 
of vintage vehicles. There are several 
things you can do to minimise the effects 
of ethanol. Firstly run a non-alcohol 
based fuel stabilizer all year round. 
Older engines were designed primarily 
for straight gasoline, and using ethanol 
without protection may cause corrosion 
of some metals in the engine. It also 
may damage natural rubber and cork 
parts. Fuel Stabilizers contain additives 
to protect against rust and corrosion caused 
by ethanol fuel blends. If practical, install a 
water separation filter and fuel filter, and replace fuel 
lines, gaskets or o-rings with new ethanol resistant 
materials. Similarly, replace the fuel tank if necessary 
with one made from an ethanol resistant material. 
In terms of laying up the vehicle, assuming the above 

measures are in place (we cannot make a laying up 
procedure if they are not, as it simply would not be advisable 
with fuel containing ethanol), we would suggest filling the 
fuel tank to about 95% of its capacity with fuel, rather 
than leaving the fuel tank low. This minimizes the tank-
breathing effect, the loss of volatile components and the 
ingress of moisture into the fuel tank. The latter in extreme 
cases can cause the appearance of free-water in the fuel. 
If a fuel is to be stored in a motor vehicle fuel tank, then 

maintaining fuel quality is important in order 
to maintain good start-up and a good level of 
vehicle drivability. When an engine fails to 
start after a period of lay up, it may be less 
to do with fuel deterioration, and could be 
related to un-seasonal fuel, which may not 
be sufficiently volatile to start the engine 
from cold. Non-volatile residues are 
often observed in the fuel tank, delivery 
system and/or carburettors in cases of 
severe evaporative loss of a gasoline. 
The residue can manifest itself as either 
a gum or lacquer-like film or deposit, 
or a gel-like substance. This residue 
would be a combination of low-volatility 
constituents and detergent additives that 
are found in gasoline, but concentrated 
after evaporation. We do not advise 
storing fuels in vehicles for more than 
6 months. You should also take into 

account the differences between summer 
and winter grades of petrol. Petrol has a higher volatility 
in the winter in order to enable cold starting. For this 
reason it is better to fill the tank with a winter grade fuel 
(16th October - 14th April) rather than a summer grade.

INFORMATION MANUAL MORRIS EIGHT
SERIES I, II, E and Z models from 1935 to 1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.00

NEW VERSION in loose leaf presentation folder, including a CD with 
a pdf version for computer viewing and reprinting of damaged/miss-
ing pages

Cheque/P.O. payable to MOCLUB LIMITED,
quoting your Membership Number to:

The Spares Service Secretary,
57 Clough Avenue,
Walton-le-Dale,
Preston,
Lancashire PR5 4LQ

THE MORRIS CAR 1913-83 by Harry Edwards
A fine addition for your bookshelf. Size 234 x 159mm. 351 pp. Plus 16 
pages of colour plates and 238 b & w illustrations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.80
MORRIS LIGHT VANS by Peter Seymour
covering the development of 8 & 10cwt Morris Light Vans from 1924-34 
plus 70 & 105 cu.ft Royal Mail Vans. Size 240 x 195mm. 176pp. Numer-
ous photographs and period advertisements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £18.50 
MORRIS TIES featuring all-over design of multi-coloured
Morrises on a Morris blue background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.50 
11” 40th ANNIVERSARY COMMEMORATIVE BONE CHINA WALL 
PLATE depicting numerous Morris vehicles in white on a rich blue bor-
der with lettering in red and gold rim. SPECIAL PRICE . . . . . . . . . £15.00

Cheques/POs for the above items should be made out to: 
MOCLUB LIMITED and sent to:
Mrs. Audrey Frampton, P.O. Box 1608, Rotting-
dean, Brighton, BN2 6LS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P & V.A.T. WHERE APPLICABLE

INFORMATION MANUALS for MORRIS MINOR 1929-34, MORRIS TEN 10/4 & 10/5 to 1948 . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.50
PRACTICAL MOTORIST ROAD TESTS Reproduced by kind permission of The Publishers of Practical 
Motorist, covering Pre-Series Eight, SI, SII and E, 10/4 Pre-S, SII and SIII, 14/6 SII and SIII, and 25s . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.40 
MORRIS CARS - THE FIRST 35 YEARS: 110 pp profusely illustrated covering all production models 
1913-48 identification features, chassis number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.20 
MORRIS COMMERCIALS, THE FIRST YEARS: 112 pp, many photographs, identification features, 
chassis numbering, engine data, companion edition to The First 35 Years . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.20

THE FIRST 21 YEARS: a history of the Morris Register . . . . £2.10 CAR BADGES: Brass with Blue and Chrome finish . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . £16.30
LAPEL BADGES: Metal Red, Blue and Chrome finish . . . . . . £2.00 CLOTH BADGES: 3½ inch diameter, washable . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . £2.60
SILK BADGES: 2 inch diameter, washable, lightweight . . . . . £3.70  HEAD SQUARES: Navy Blue with Register motif . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£6.10
KEY RINGS: Register badge on leather fob . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.10
Cheques/POs for the above items should be made out to MOCLUB LIMITED and sent to:
Mr. & Mrs. A. V. Peeling, Morris Register Enrolment Secretaries, 171 Levita House, Chalton Street, London, NW1 1HR.

C l u b  P u b l i c a t i o n s ,  R e g a l i a  a n d  C o m m e m o r a t i v e s

HOLDEN’S PROMOTIONAL bLuRb for STA-bIL
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EDITOR: Audrey Frampton 01273  306817  P.O.BOX 1608, Brighton, BN2 6LS
ISSUE 464

17-19th July
SE REGION ANNUAL CAMPING 

AND BARBECUE WEEKEND
Old Star House, Piltdown, E. Sussex,

courtesy of the Longhurst family.

Free camping from Thurs. night. Barbecue 
free but food brought towards it welcome.

Contact: Ray on 01273 306 817, with 
numbers attending and offers of food.

 

EDITOR: Margaret Molyneux 01229 584972
email: dmmmem@tiscali.co.uk

T R A N S  -  P E N N I N E  G A Z E T T E

C u M b R I A  N O G G I N

The May Noggin this month was a walk that our member Rique Llinares organised for us. Thankfully the weather 
was kind to us and the sun even began to shine half way through! We started in Sedbergh and across the fields to 

Brigflats where we had a look round a very nice little Quaker Meeting House. After a welcome drink of tea in the garden 
we carried on & followed the River Rothay. We then crossed a disused railway line at a very beautiful cast iron Victorian 
bridge. It was another casualty of Dr Beeching in the 60s! It must have looked very grand in its day when it was painted 
up. Then finally we arrived back in Sedbergh where we drove to Casterton to have our evening meal which was very good. 
It took us about 2hrs  to do this easy walk and we would like to thank Rique for organising it and he has said he would 
do another one for us.

FOR DETAILS OF THE NEXT NOGGIN PLEASE RING 01229 584 972 OR EMAIL dmmmem@tiscali.co.uk.

T I M ’ S  C A R  A M b L E   4 t h  O C TO b E R  2 0 0 9

On the 4th October, 2009.  Please come along with your fellow club members and enjoy a leisurely vehicle run.
Here are the details:

The starting point is at Tate’s popular Paradise Park in Newhaven. The garden centre is open at 9.30 a.m., so if you do 
want to explore it or take coffee/breakfast in their excellent cafeteria, come early.
There is plenty of room for us to park and if needed the conveniences are located outside the building, to the left of the 
main entrance.  We will commence our run at 11 a.m.
The route is a secret but will be through our beautiful Sussex countryside. We hope you will also enjoy a walk-about and 
join in looking for clues from our quiz sheet. 
However, if you do get lost, don’t despair … just make your way to our finish point at the beautiful Bentley Wildfowl 
Centre and Motor Museum. Take a picnic or enjoy refreshments at their cafe. We have arranged reduced entrance fees 
for our club members. Both Modern and Collector’s cars are welcome!
If you want to come please contact:
Tim Harris: Tel: 01273 510 474 (if not in please leave a message on the dreaded answer-phone) before  15th September.
I will send you brochures of the Garden Centre start and the Motor Museum finish  when you ring.

Weds 8th July
SPECIAL KENT NOGGIN

EVENT
OLD CAR EVENING

at the Three Horse Shoes, 
Knockholt

from 8 p.m.
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N o r t h  W e s t  R e g i o n  N e w s l e t t e r

EDITOR: Tom Taylor on 01772 316598   e-mail: t.taylo@o2.co.uk
57 Clough Avenue, Walton-le-Dale, Preston, Lancashire, PR5 4LQ

It is with much regret that I have to advise North West 
members of the recent passing of long standing member 
Graham Swallow after a brave and lengthy battle with 

cancer. Graham was well known in old car circles in the 
Manchester area and could often be seen with his Series 'E' 
Morris 8 at Tatton Park and other Classic Car Show venues 
in and around Greater Manchester. In accordance with 
Graham's wishes, his funeral cortege included several cars 
of 'his' period and Gary Clarke was honoured to be invited to 
be a pall bearer. Graham's family were pleased that many of 
Graham's friends made the effort to bring along their old cars 
in tribute to Graham. Our sincere condolences are extended to 
Graham's widow Eva, and son and daughter Chris, Karen and 
their families.

By the time you read this article, the North West Region Annual 
Gathering at the Anson Engine Museum on Sunday 14th June 
will be a thing of the past, and a report will be included in the 
August issue of Morris Monthly, such are the vagaries of copy 
deadlines and publication dates. The next big event for me will 
be the National Rally at Thoresby Park on 8th and 9th August 
where I will be representing the Register's Spares Service with 
Graham and June Naylor. Unfortunately as always happens, 
that particular weekend also sees the 6th Annual Festival of 
Transport organised by Register member Brian Moorcroft at 
the Leisure Lakes complex at Mere Brow just off the A565 near 
Southport. Brian and his colleagues have raised thousands 
of pounds for charity over the years and but for Thoresby I 
would definitely be going along with 'Maurice'. Coincidentally, 
on the Sunday of that weekend, member Jeremy Parker is 
arranging for a Classic Car presence at the Walton-le-Dale 
Summer Fete, another event I would also be supporting if not 
otherwise engaged, so if you are unable to attend Thoresby 
or Leisure Lakes, there is still another opportunity for you to 
get the Morris out and do something for the local community. 
Brian is on 01695 625420 and Jeremy on 01772 251 018 if 
you are unable to get to Thoresby and wish to support one or 
preferably both these events. 

I shall be at the Totally Transport event at Blackpool on 28th 
June, an event which I gave a miss last year due to fierce gales 
battering the Fylde coast – yes, in June!!! There are vehicles of 
all shapes, sizes, and ages at this event and I'm hoping that this 
year we will again enjoy the lovely summer weather we had in 
2007. After Blackpool, a number of members are hoping to 
take part in the Lostock Hall Carnival to support our Noggin 
and Natter host Alison at The Anchor. As well as taking part 
in the parade, we hope later to be enjoying a barbecue at 
the Anchor where Alison is organising a family day for local 
children and their parents. My main event for July is the 
Cumbria Steam Fair on 25th July at Flookburgh near Grange-
over-Sands where I hope to be meeting up at some time over 
the weekend with fellow Register members Mike Garstang, 
Tom Derbyshire, Dave Thwaite and any others I happen to 
bump into – not literally! 

For much longer than I care to admit or remember, I have 
been promising to fit an original open mouthed carburettor 
to 'Maurice' in place of the later flanged variety that he wore 

when Kate and I bought him years ago and drove him back 
from the Blackburn area with no brakes but plenty of smoke! 
That carb has worked OK, if a little rich which is why I have not 
bothered up to now to make the change. Prompted finally by 
leaking gland seals on the jet tube, I renewed all the seals and 
washers on the old carb, fitted the correct needle, and bolted 
it on in place of the later unit. There was an immediate and 
very noticeable difference both at idle and on the road with 
the engine pulling much more smoothly and clearly breathing 
much easier. The changeover earlier in the week allowed me 
to enjoy a very pleasant run last Sunday down through West 
Lancashire and the Mersey Tunnel and onto the Wirral to vist 
Geoff Boston who writes to me regularly using those evocative 
greetings cards depicting transport themes of yesteryears. I 
stayed on the relatively quiet M53 motorway after exiting the 
tunnel and after a 40mph run came off at Jct 4 for Neston 
where I had arranged to meet Kate and her parents for a tour 
of the University of Liverpool's Botanical Gardens at Ness, 
not far from Parkgate where Geoff lives. Geoff has a large and 
interesting collection of photographs, mainly of Morris cars 
but also other makes since he is a member of several car clubs 
in addition to the Register. There were many photographs 
of cars in Geoff's albums that I recognised as belonging to 
Register members in the North West and elsewhere, so he had 
one taken with 'Maurice' to add to his collection. Rainfall in 
the afternoon managed to put a damper on the day out in the 
gardens at Ness, but 'Maurice' was just as happy on the run 
back home through the tunnel and after a round trip of 98 
miles on just less than three gallons of petrol, he was clearly 
enjoying his new carburettor! 

Happy Morris Motoring until next month. 

KIRKby LONSDALE MOTOR CLub EVENING CONCOuRS
Weds 19th August, first entries 6.30 pm, last entries 8 pm

KLMC’s Evening Concours is a lighthearted concours where 
the  participants judge the cars themselves. Although the 
top few cars at this event are usually absolutely spotless, 
the majority are not. The emphasis is on polishing it up and 
having a go, and making a fun evening of it. There’s a hot 
pot supper (with vegetarian option) included in the entry fee 
and the food is served while the judges are  going hungry 
working out the results.The Evening Concours is a public 
event in that anyone can wander round the car park, but it is 
aimed squarely at the participants rather than the onlookers. 
Anyone can be a participant – any non-KLMC member gets 
made into a temporary member for the night. Entry costs 
£7.50 per car, of which £1 goes to the club and the rest pays 
for the food, so entrants’ family and friends can eat too, at 
£6.50 per head.There is no advance booking, just turn up on 
the night. The event is publicized to neighbouring car clubs 
and to some one-make clubs, and usually attracts a very wide 
selection of cars of all  ages, typically over 50 entries. This is 
always a fun event, so please join in and make the most of it. 
Venue: Heaves Hotel, Heaves, near Kendal, Cumbria LA8 8EF;
tel 015395 60396; fax 015395 60269
hotel@heaves.freeserve.co.uk; www.heaveshotel.com
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The Vale of Glamorgan Seaside Run took place on Sunday 24th May (see 
pictures opposite). It was a week later than usual, with the consequence 

that it avoided the very wet previous weekend, enjoyed superb sunshine, 
but also experienced much heavier traffic due to coinciding with the Bank 
Holiday weekend.  The new starting point at the Oystercatcher in Penarth 
Marina also worked out well, and the atmosphere was most welcoming, with 
all the enthusiasts chatting and comparing machines.  
This event is laid on by the South Wales Section of the Vintage Motor Cycle 
Club, and welcomes a wide range of older cars that are of interest to us.  The 

VMCC seem to have a much different definition of the term “Vintage” than applies to cars, and some of the 
more recent machines would not find the run particularly demanding.  The Editorial choice is for the mostly 
British machines of the pre-war years, but also the 1950’
s, having owned a 1955 BSA 250 during my student years for a brief period until a near disaster on an icy road 
convinced me that 4 wheels were safer. 
A number of Register members took part, including chairman John with first lady Rhiannon in their Morris 
8 saloon, and Richard Thomas, this year with his 1934 MG PA.  The excellence of his restoration of this car 
was rewarded by winning the drivers’ vote for the best car, and the Welsh Water Trophy for the Best Pre-War 
Car, and also featuring in a full-page report in the Penarth Times the following week, which described his car 
as “Spectacular”!  A well deserved accolade.
Following the “Tulip” route card provided, the route follows the coast along Penarth esplanade, then through 
the Barry Waterfront re-development to the Barry Island resort, made famous I believe by the “Gavin and 
Stacey” TV programme. 
Past the airport, and through the village resort of Rhoose, then there are some superb views across to the 
North Devon coast before arriving at the historic village of Llantwit Major, and then on to the mid morning tea 
break at Nash Point, with its twin light houses and redundant fog horn that warn mariners of the navigation 
hazards that are inherent along this coast line.  From here the route passed Dunraven Bay, and Ogmore by 
Sea, before following the River Ogmore in land and then making for the lunch stop at the popular seaside 
resort of Porthcawl.
On arrival back at the starting point, the finishers’ awards were handed out, followed by the prize giving. Of 
particular interest in the  older motorcycles were the 1925 Indian Scout, with its complex controls, including 
a left hand throttle, designed that way apparently so the Highway Patrol riders in its native America could still 
ride whilst using their right hand for their gun!  The two Scotts from the 1920s were also interesting examples 
of water-cooling for motorcycles.

Events Update for July:
Saturday 18th July: Our run to Aberglasney Gardens / House (Nr. Botanic Gardens)  
Saturday 1st August: Our Run to Cyfarthfa Castle museum & grounds, Merthyr Tydfil.   
Gorgeous weather booked for both of these dates.   Details from John Howells, 01443 432 542

EDITOR: Tom Bourne M.B.E., 02920 703482 morris@tombourne.fsnet.co.uk
1 Clinton Road, Penarth, Vale of Glamorgan. CF64 3JB

WELSH REGION NEWSLETTER
 

CYLCHLYTHYR RHANBARTH CYMRU

COFESTR

MORRIS

E D I TO R I A L

07/09
assistance@vintagecarriages.net
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VMCC
Vale of Glamorgan

Seaside Run
24th May

1

2

3

4

5

6

1: General view at Nash Point
2: John and Rhiannon enjoy a tea break

3 & 4:   Richard Thomas’s prize-winning MG PA

 5 & 6:  1925 Indian Scout
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WESTWORDS
SuMMER MOTORING

EDITOR: Jim Riglar 01225 754981 email: jimriglar@blueyonder.co.uk
70 Alderton Way, Trowbridge, Wiltshire BA14 0UH

THE NEWSLETTER OF THE MORRIS REGISTER WEST REGION

Looking back at my editorial in the July 2008 edition of 
Westwords, I was bemoaning the lack of material for 

that edition. Well it must be something to do with the time 
of the year, because this year seems to be the same!
At the end of May, the region held its annual general 
meeting (AGM), with a total of 18 members attending 
and 8 Morrises on display at the venue’s car park. The 
attendance may seem small, but was on a par with 2008, 
and better than other recent years. Unfortunately, for a 
number of reasons, AGM date was subject to two changes 
and undoubtedly this did not help with attendance, and 
caused a degree of confusion. I’m painfully aware that two 
members, both in their Morris vehicles and one travelling 
a considerable distance, turned up for one of the earlier 
published dates. I can but offer my apologies to them and 
for the inconvenience they suffered.

In previous years, the draft minutes of the AGM and the 
accounts for the preceding year have been published 
in fairly short order with next or next but one issue of 
Westwords. With Westwords now forming part of Morris 
Monthly, I have yet to establish how this information can 
best be promulgated to the region’s members. 
Every few years or so, the well renowned car trimmers/
upholsters Piper’s, hold a Classic Vehicle Gathering at their 
Sparkford premises. I’m assured by members who have 
attended previous events, that it attracts a good mix of 
vehicles and is well worth attending. Such an event will be 
held this year on Sunday 23rd August. The small entrance 
fee of £4 goes to the Somerset and Dorset Air Ambulance.                                               

Jim Riglar
 

There are no reports from the Solent and North East Wilts noggins.
Somerset

Fifteen members attended a quieter than usual noggin. Quiet to a certain extent because many of the attendees had 
their heads stuck in a selection of his 1930s car magazines, which Colin Baker had brought in from his collection 

(and fascinating to read they were). Tony Hales was selling Eight and Ten parts from the boot of his car (many on behalf 
of Fred Sheppard). Bev Marks is looking to do a re-run of the 2008 Exmoor Run during the autumn. Those who did the 
run in 2008 will recall that it was somewhat foggy on the top of Exmoor last year and that they wished to have a re-run 
to see the magnificent views that they were denied by the weather. 

N E W S  F R O M  T H E  G R O u P S

E D I TO R I A L

ANNuAL GENERAL MEETING – 30th May 2009

Vehicles at this years AGM included Paul and 
Celia James’ 1924 Cowley, pictured right, in 

which they made about a 120 mile round trip to 
attend the meeting. 

A full report of the meeting and a copy of the accounts 
will be published in due course. 

Attending were 18 members. Apologies were received 
from 5 others. All of the officers were re-elected, 
with the exception of the wrapper (no requirement 
now that direct mailing is used).

One of the issues discussed was the Bristol Classic 
Car Show. For next year’s show, a sub-committee 
will take on the task of arranging the Region’s 
representation and stand at the show. 

Events Update for July:
11-12th July: Devon: 36th Historic Vehicle Gathering. Powderham Castle Nr Kenton Exeter
19th July: Devon Coastal Run – Contact HTC 01803 559 090
19th July: Dorset: ‘Classics at the Castle’ – Sherbourne. Contact - Merlin Events 01935474 630 
26th July: Devon: Riviera Classic Car Show, Painton.  Contact Phil or Dee Harding 01803 523 015
29th July: Wilts: 26th NOGGIN, NOSH & NATTER George Inn, Longbridge Deverill (A350, 2 miles south of   
  Warminster).  6pm onwards
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No.381
EDITOR: Kevin Bailey 01621 856687 email: kanda.bailey@tesco.net

16 Willow Walk, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex CM9 4TT

If anyone has anything for inclusion in The Yellow Pages, I usually try to attend the Essex Noggin each 
month  and you can see me there or I can be contacted as above. Items need to be with me before the 1st 
of each month to be in time for inclusion, as I email the Newsletter off on the 14th of each month.

The next Essex Noggin at the Duck Inn, Newney 
Green, Writtle, will be on Tuesday 14th July.

The Suffolk Noggin is held on the second Friday of each 
month at the Oyster Reach Travel Inn at Bourne Bridge, 
Ipswich. For information contact either Julian Cordwell, 
01206 395 103 or Ivan Rooke, 01473 747 459. 

The July Norfolk Noggin will be on the 8th at a venue 
to be confirmed. Members who wish to attend can contact 
John Dewar, 01553 674 092 or johndewar161@btinternet.
com

N O G G I N  N E W SE A S T  A N G L I A N  A G M
1 6 t h  M a y

An enjoyable evening was found at our new venue this 
year the Ship Inn at Tiptree for the Regions AGM. 

Although due to numbers being a little lower than expected, 
we had to share the conservatory with members of the 
public. The food was great and the company enjoyable, 
either being able to chat in small groups during the meal 
or passing banter around the room. More information to 
follow.

E D I TO R I A L

Following the clutch troubles, both HGX 302 and FK9165 are back up and running, all be it with new clutches. I did 
have the clutch out of the pickup twice.  After relining the plate and refitting everything I re-clipped one of the fork 

hair springs in place. Everything was fine and the clutch was brilliant until a ticking/rattle started. When I removed the 
clutch again I found that the hair spring had detached itself so in went the brand new clutch from the shelf in the garage. 
The hair spring had obviously weakened (possibly due to the heat and had lost its tension) a quick visit to ‘ebay’ that 
evening and I found replacement springs which are now fitted and the spare clutch now resided on the useable spares 
shelf. 

F O R T H C O M I N G  E V E N T S
MALDON MOTOR SHOW Sun 5th July
Tony Nathan has emailed with the details of Maldon Show 5th July 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
in Promenade Park, Maldon. Free Entry. All cars registered before 1984 are eligible to 
enter. Bring the family and enjoy the delights of Promenade Park.

See www.maldon.gov.uk and follow the link on the right of the screen for an online 
form or phone 01621 854477 for Maldon council offices.
I used to go to this event a few years ago before it stopped running.
It is a fantastic venue (although I am biased living in Maldon) and there is plenty to 
do either in the Prom or have a stroll up the High Street to look around.  Kev.

HAVERHILL HISTORIC TRANSPORT RALLy Sun 12th July
Formerly the Millbank Rally, then the Ridgewell Rally. Now Sponsored by Haverhill 
town council and supported by the Eastern National Preservation Society, the new 
venue is on hard standing in Haverhill itself.

Morris Commercials are a main theme for this year’s event so please bring yours 
along.

Contact Chris Butcher East Anglia Secretary for the HCVS. 22 Challis Lane, 
Braintree, Essex CM7 1AN tel: 01376 342 782
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This is rapidly establishing itself as a very popular event for members in 
the West Midlands, Shropshire and Herefordshire. Vehicles were once again 
displayed in the Outer Bailey of Ludlow Castle by kind permission of Lord and 
Lady Powis, with free entry for vehicles and for visitors to the event.

Two morning runs took place from Leominster to Ludlow, one by vehicles and 
one by a group of enthusiasts dressed in period costume and riding vintage 
cycles.

16

Marches Transport Festival 2009
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This is rapidly establishing itself as a very popular event for members in 
the West Midlands, Shropshire and Herefordshire. Vehicles were once again 
displayed in the Outer Bailey of Ludlow Castle by kind permission of Lord and 
Lady Powis, with free entry for vehicles and for visitors to the event.

Two morning runs took place from Leominster to Ludlow, one by vehicles and 
one by a group of enthusiasts dressed in period costume and riding vintage 
cycles.

Marches Transport Festival 2009
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L E I C S  N O G G I N

One extra member who has not been a regular recently brought our total up to a new record for this venue to seventeen. 
It was a beautiful evening and we were out on the terrace which was very pleasant with just a slight drawback. They 

could not manage a table for more than ten people so it meant having 
a separate table for the over flow. However with members arriving in 
dribs and drabs no one wanted to start off the second table and we all 
gradually moved along to make room for everyone on the table for ten. 
Due to this slight problem, which was inconvenient for one couple and 
for that I sincerely apologise, we shall be back in our usual position next 
month where we can all at least sit at the same table. It is gratifying to 
see more members coming in their Morris cars. Main problem discussed 
was regarding misfiring on a Morris 8 Tourer brought to the table by one 
of our regulars. I think during the discussion I heard just about every 
component and part of the engine mentioned to guide him to pin-point 
the cause of the trouble.                      Ken Johnson

W E S T  M I D L A N D S  N O G G I N

The Noggin was a bit low on numbers this month 
with the holiday season started, however our run to 

Worfield which was planned at short notice on a verbal 
basis proved to be very poplar, with the legal limit of 12 
vehicles in convoy almost being reached, quite a surprise.  
A diversion to Roger Steel`s “ Pub” was arranged at the last 
minute, a visit we had promised him for 2 years. He has a 
fine collection of Classic cars in splendid accommodation 
with his “ Pub “ attached, however at just past 11 am most 
settled for a nice cup of tea. Our thanks to Roger for his 
hospitality and to Ron Jones for meeting us all at the 
Dudley Arms to lead the way to Roger’s. A memorable 
experience with 8 classics in front of me and one behind, 
plus Max going the other way in a Cowley Six. He was late 
but soon turned round and caught up with us. His road run 
was driving to the start then back home as he is a resident 
of Worfield. We had an excellent meal at the Dog and then 
went off to the local cricket club for their fete. Quite a busy 
day all round and sunny all the way! Thanks also to Lionel 
Smith for the idea of the day out and organising the meal.

On the way home I took a random route down a country lane 
only to run out of tarmac in a farm yard, such is the nature 
of the lanes around Worfield! However, we persevered 
and sure enough the metalled road re-appeared after 200 
yards and a left turn. Joy soon turned to alarm when we 
encountered a tree which had fallen across the road. It was 
in a horizontal position 6 ft high so we crept under it in our 
8 and at the end of the lane we joined a wider road with a 
local entering his vehicle. He looked extremely surprised 
to see our vehicle come from the particular lane we had 
used.
STOP PRESS: The Morris Register has been offered 
a stand again for The Classic Car Show at the NEC in 
Birmingham during November. We will need about 11 
vehicles again please contact me asap if you are interested 
in displaying your Morris at this prestigious show. It is a 
most rewarding experience and it makes the Register come 
alive for you, the members.
             Mike Porter

I A N  H A R R I S  f o r  M O R R I S  S PA R E S    1 9 3 0  t o  1 9 4 8
I WILL BE AT BOTH ARDINGLY AND THORESBY PARK with these and more!

Gaskets, Head Studs, Pistons, Valves, Springs, Guides, Timing Chains, Pulleys, Bearings, Engine Mountings, 
Clutches, Flexible Couplings, Radiator Mounts, Fan Belts.

King Pins, T.R. Ends, Shackles, Pins, ‘U’ bolts, Seals, Felts, Ball/Roller Bearings.

Brake Master Cylinders, Wheel Cylinders, Rubber Seals, Flexible Pipes, Linings.

Plugs, Points, Reconditioned Electrical Cut-outs, Regulators, Lighting/ignition switches, Horns, Trafficators, Wiper 
Motors, SU Pumps – everything with a full guarantee.

From Minor to Isis, try IAN HARRIS on 01462 456330 or ian@harris84.fsnet.co.uk
09/09



Sunday morning dawned bright and sunny and the beautiful weather stayed with us all day. We set off 
in our MG Y Type which was driving well with its newly fitted brake servo. Our group of 20 cars and 

44 friends were gathering for coffee at Sturdy’s Castle Hotel. After some Morris chat with our friends and 
viewing the assembled cars we set off on our route.
We turned left onto the main A road, within 2 miles we turned 
left onto country roads. We drove along hedgerows of white May 
buds and Horse Chestnuts with their white candles of blossom. 
Our ride took us through pretty villages including the beautiful 
thatched village of Great Tew. Then through Great Rollright 
to the Rollright stones on the hill above Long Compton where 
the Witch, old Mother Witchwood, told some knights “if Long 
Compton you can see, King of England you will be” she then 
turned the knights into stones.
Down the hill we go through Long Compton turning right to 
climb another steep Cotswold hill to Whichford, around the 
village Green and over more hills and pretty hedgerows with 
pink and white blossoms, through little villages of Sibford Gower and Burdrop onto the main road through 
Swalecliff (past the 14th Century Tythe Barn) and Tadmarton on the way to Bloxham. Len then takes us onto 
a once gated (rough) road to Deddington. We then head south through the Astons to get to Hopcrofts Holt 
and the Holt Hotel for Lunch.
We have a delicious Sunday lunch and exchange driving experiences with our friends, before setting off again 
to Duns Tew. Here we visit the premises of Mr. Huntley who has a fascinating collection of ancient tools and 
machinery. First we see a line of horse drawn agricultural machines, then attracted by the rhythmic beat of 
engines we see three stationary engines, once used to drive machinery. Then into a large shed where many 
motorcycles of all ages are lined up. We give them close inspection and relive our  memories. Mine were set 
off by a 1925 Excelsior Ladies Model propelled by a 197 cc JAP side valve engine. I was given such an engine 
in the 1950s in mint condition to fit to my lathe. I never did that, but fitted it into a 1934 Royal Enfield whose 
225cc engine was worn out. My little Enfield JAP Special was a good little bike and gave hours of pleasure.
Our visit to Mr. and Mrs. Huntley was completed with nice cups of tea all round and a sit in the Refreshment 
Shed. We say our thank you to The Hutleys and farewell to our Rally friends and take our Faithfull Steeds home. 
Thanks are due to the Holt Hotel for a lovely lunch, to Mr & Mrs Huntley for showing the machines and the cups 
of tea, to Len Plumbe, Rodney Hayward and myself for organisation and route production - yet another route 

from the wise 
old head of our 
Leader Len 
Plumbe who 
must also be 
congratulated 
on organising 
such lovely 
weather. 
    
  Graham  

Bushnell
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EDITOR: Doug Townsend 01753-883547 email: bullnosemorris@tiscali.co.uk
“Field End”, 10 Latchmoor Way, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 8LP

L E N  P L u M b E  S P R I N G  R u N  1 0 t h  M Ay  2 0 0 9

Len and Marjorie Plumbe
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Above: South Coast Run                      Below: Waddesdon Manor



2121

Sunday 10th of May was a lovely day with sunshine and pleasant breezes which augured well for The South Coast Run 
which replaces the old London to Brighton and now starts at the car park at Boxhill on the A24 between Leatherhead 

and Dorking. The run is due to commence at 10am. It is 36 miles to the car park from Gerrards Cross, so deemed it wise 
to leave at 8 a.m. so we had plenty of time to get to Boxhill. Our journey took us through Eton, Old Windsor, then on to 
Egham and the B388 through places like Chertsey, and Byfleet where we drove past part of the old Brooklands banking, 
heading for Stoke D’Aberon and then onto Leatherhead. I was travelling in our 1926 Bullnose Oxford with Maurice 
Wingrove as Navigator. We managed to miss our turning in the Leatherhead one way system which took us 2 miles out 
of our way, but still arrived at Boxhill at 9.15 a.m. We were expecting to find lots of Morrises but were disappointed as 
only 25 vehicles had booked in for the event and not all of those turned up on the day, bit different from the days of 100+ 
leaving Wandsworth Common or Battersea Park!

We eventually left Boxhill about 10.10 a.m. making our way through Dorking and then via the lanes through Rusper, 
Pease Pottage,and Handcross to Haywards Heath, from where followed a route that took us past Plumpton Race Course 
down to Lewis then across the South Downs to Newhaven Forte arriving just after 12 noon. It was a most picturesque 
journey which both Maurice and I enjoyed very much. We were followed by fellow Nogginer Bob Russell in his 1926 
Flatnose 2 seat and Dickey. Bob was on his own, so it was easier for him to follow. We took it easy as Bob is still 
running-in after an engine rebuild. It is interesting to note that the Bullnose is probably the last Oxford to be built (built 
16/08/26, registered 20/08/26) in captivity and Bob’s Flatnose is one of the first built. On arrival we were parked up in 
neat lines, also present were members of Horsham Historics with some Military Vehicles and Classic cars.  By this time 
we were ready for nosh and a cup of coffee, being such a lovely day we were able to get out the table and chairs and eat 
our meal enjoying the sunshine and banter that went with it. Then time was taken to take photos and have a look around 
the displays that are available within the Forte.

Maurice and I left at 2.50 p.m.and followed the same route back to Boxhill were we stopped to use the facilities and have 
a cuppa and arrived back in Gerrards Cross at 6 p.m.. A total journey of 155 miles. The car went superbly; we stopped for 
petrol once and estimate we averaged around 28 m.p.g. Not bad for an 83 year old car.

Doug Townsend

S O u T H  C O A S T  R u N  1 0 t h  M Ay  2 0 0 9  ( s e e  p i c t u r e s  l e f t )

I didn’t need an alarm clock that morning! An electrical storm with torrential rain lashing on the windows was enough 
to rouse me from the arms of Morpheus. A hasty telephone call to my chauffeur for the day, one Turbo Townsend, 

some two hours later when the pavements were drying out and  the storm had abated, was a confident all systems go. 
The short 20 minute drive to his house found a lot of standing water and flash floods, to be negotiated at a very slow pace 
in a Bullnose or the water will rush up through the floorboards. A number of water hazards on the way to the start at 
Little Chalfont were treated with the same strict caution by Doug, obviously he has suffered freezing cold and wet nether 
regions and has learnt from the experience! 

Before departure for the first leg, heralded by Doug with his newly acquired refurbished auto-jumble Klaxon, there were 
assembled 10 Morrises ranging from Eight tourers, saloon and a van, 12/4 Series 2 and 3 saloons, a Flatnose tourer, a 
Bullnose Oxford, a Riley RMF (which has a very interesting and famous rallying pedigree) and 2 Austin 7 Ruby saloons. 
We had added another passenger, Trevor, whose 10/6 Special was ‘hors de combat’ who was to navigate who sat in the 
front. I snuggled up in the back of the Bullnose with Ann under her newly acquired motoring coat. Remarks were made 
about funny goings on would not be tolerated even though we were both adults! Travelling through some wonderful 
countryside we soon reached our halfway stop at the Dinton Hermitt PH where we had tea and coffee.

There were brief concerns about the non appearance of Bob Russell in his Flatnose tourer as he had not got a navigator, 
he arrived some time later as he had missed a turning. I jumped ship here and offered to navigate for him and see how 
his car was going as it is now run in, and with the proper carburettor is performing very well indeed. We were joined 
here by another Austin 7 saloon and Geoff and Jan Dean in their 31 Minor tourer. Ann and I were relieved to hear that 
Geoff and Jan had done their courting in it many years ago so didn’t feel so guilty about our fellow passengers remarks. 

The second half of the rally to Waddesdon Manor was accomplished easily, thanks to clear instructions, through equally 
beautiful unspoilt scenery. On arrival we were given preferential treatment and allowed to park in front of the House. 
The long gentle ascent through woodland was very impressive and must be a joy to behold in the autumn. Ushered 
into position by a very spritely 83 year old National Trust volunteer, 15 cars were assembled with the Manor house as a 
backdrop.

Bob Russell caused some concern here as he couldn’t turn off his engine, various theories being advanced until it was 
found to be a sticking starter switch. What was perceived to be a quiet tickover was the dynastart (which is permanently 

S H E R b u C K S  R u N  TO  WA D D E S D O N  M A N O R  7 t h  J u N E  2 0 0 9 
( s e e  p i c t u r e s  l e f t )
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F O R T H C O M I N G  E V E N T S
July 7/8 SHERBUCKS NOGGIN STAND at Chiltern 

Steram Rally, Prestwood, Bucks. 
July 28 SHERBUCKS NOGGIN MEETS WITH 

Austin Club at Royal Oak, Chipperfield, 
Herts. No meeting at Martin Baker 
Sports Club.

Aug  16 OXFORD CLASSIC CAR SHOW at The Lord 
Nuffield Club, Barracks Lane, Cowley

Sept 20 MILTON KEYNES MUSEUM RUN
Oct OXFORD NOGGIN AUTUMN RUN
Nov 14 CHILTERNS AGM Girl Guide Hall, Church 

Lane, Chalfont St Giles Bucks
Dec CHRISTMAS NOGGINS

Please when sending an email include 
CHILTERN CHATTER in the Subject Box 

otherwise the email will be deleted as Spam.
See Editor’s address on mast head

coupled to the engine) turning it over! 

Picnics were hastily unpacked, tables and fishermens’ 
chairs erected in the fabulous surroundings.

Comments were made on the large quantities of provisions 
that we took (they were kindly transported there for us by 
Kevin Ling). Some wag said that as I wasn’t driving I’d 
brought a crate of Brown Ale! Or, “poor Ann having to do 
all that preparation”. 

Waddesdon Manor, (near Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire) 
commenced construction in 1874 and was completed in 
1889 for Ferdinand de Rothschild, of the Austrian banking 
dynasty and the local Liberal MP for Aylesbury to show 
off to his friends and contemporaries his collection of 
decorative art (furniture, carpets, porcelain, silverware, 
Dutch and Flemish masters). There is an extensive wine 
cellar. More than one visit is necessary to see everything.

The rest of the day was spent at leisure, eating, drinking, 
chatting, catching up with the latest gossip, walking round 
the magnificent landscaped gardens and aviary, where 
endangered species are bred successfully in captivity as 
there is a burgeoning and illicit trade between traders and 
bird fanciers.

Throughout the afternoon there were a few ominous rain 
clouds and quite a cold wind when the sun was covered 
but we managed to get home with only a few spots of rain 
appearing on the windscreen.

A thoroughly good day out was enjoyed by all with special 
thanks to Den Jarrett and Ray Bickerton for all their hard 
work.

John Powell

DATE REGION EVENT CONTACT
4 Jul SE Old Car Evening at the Three Horshoes, Knockholt 01322 529946
4-5 Jul M Severn Valley Railway 2nd 1940s Weekend
5 Jul Maldon Motor Show, Essex 01621 854477
8 Jul SE Special Kent Noggin, Three Horseshoes, Knockholt
11-12 Jul SE Ardingly VCV Show, Ardingly Showground RH17 6TL
11-12 Jul W 36th Historic Vehicle Gathering, Powderham Castle, Nr. Exeter
12 Jul Haverhill Historic Transport Rally Chris 01376 342 782
19 Jul M Much Marcle Rally, Ledbury, Herefords.
19 Jul W Classics at the Castle, Sherborne 01935 474630
19 Jul W Devon Coastal Run HTC 01803 559 090
17-19 Jul SE Kent County Show, Detling, Maidstone ME14 3JF
17-19 Jul SE S.E. Region Barbecue & Camping Weekend, Piltdown 01273 306817
25 Jul Morris Register Executive Committee Meeting, Coventry
26 Jul W Riviera Classic Car Show, Painton 01803 523015
25-26 Jul SE Ringmer Steam and Country Show, The Broyle, Nr. Lewes BN8 5AP Barry 01903 233240
29 Jul W 26th Noggin, Nosh and Natter, George Inn, Longbridge Deverill
1-2 Aug W WSR Vintage Vehicle Rally, Bishops Lydiard info@wrsa.org.uk
1-2 Aug W Wroughton Classic 2009 0844 371 8341
8-9 Aug MORRIS REGISTER NATIONAL RALLY, Thoresby Park
9 Aug Morris Day at Nuffield Place, nr. Henley-on-Thames RG9 5RY 
16 Aug Oxford Classic Car Show, at the Lord Nuffield Club, Barracks Lane, Cowley OX4 2JX
22 Aug CH Herts/Hitchin Noggin 40 Years at The Bucks Head Celebration
23 Aug W Pipers Classic Car Show, Sparkford
29-31 Aug SE Rudgwick Steam And Country Show,  Rudgwick, Nr. Horsham RH12 3DF
29-31 Aug Earls Barton Rally and Country Fayre Mr. M.Higham 01604 

811633, 07929 612397
2-6 Sep SE Great Dorset Steam Fair, Tarrant Hinton, Blandford Forum DT11 8HX 
6 Sep M Dudley Classic Car Show, Himley Hall, Nr. Dudley  DY3 4DF
12-13 Sep Beaulieu International Autojumble
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E a s t  M i d l a n d s  a n d  yo r k s h i r e  R e g i o n
L o c a l         P a g e

EDITOR: Ken Holden 01274-882574 email: kenneth@kennethholden.wanadoo.co.uk
Hill Top Farm, New Park Road, Queensbury, Bradford BD13 1PN

In response to your plea for photographs of events, here's some I took at the North 
Lincs. MMOC Rally at the Sandtoft Trolley bus Museum on 4th May. One solitary 

Eight pre-series, a Rover PG and an ex-Army Morris recovery truck were the only 
non-Minor representatives on show. My fault I'm afraid. I didn't inform you of this as 
a forth coming event.
BXK 904 is the four seat tourer Ken Holden sold me at Christmas 2007 which is now 
on the road. Having passed its MoT on 29th April. I took all the documentation down 

to Lincoln DVLA the next day where, having spent 
a couple of hours queuing, it only took about ten 
minutes to tax and register the vehicle. The young lady seemed to know as soon as I 
took the envelope out. Before seeing what was inside she said "You've got an old car, 
and you want to register and tax it. Right?” How did she know that without seeing 
what I'd brought? Needless to say I was impressed. I've had many a battle with the 
authorities over the years concerning various vehicles which I've put back on the road, 
and I WILL write an article telling the full story 
sometime. The pretty gold engine(below left) is in a 
1949 Morris Minor series MM and it's basically the 

same as was fitted to the series E. Just thought it may be of interest.
Reading through the regional reports in the new magazine, I can't help but notice a 
dirty great hole where Lincolnshire ought to be. My nearest Noggin would be at Sutton 
but even this gives me a 40 mile each way trip which is just a little bit too much. It 
may be just a national trait in Lincolnshire people, but I had a similar problem when 

I first moved here and finding that I was fifty miles 
away from the nearest branch of the MMOC, I set 
up the North Lincs. Branch, which is now firmly 
established and meets at the Take A Gander at Burringham village on the 3rd Tuesday 
of each month. It's not restricted to Minors and regulars include a Rover PG, a BMW 
MINI, a Reliant Rebel and now of course, a Morris Eight tourer.
I did invite Register members to a meeting a couple of years ago but it didn't seem to 
work out. However, I'm still interested in getting involved. Especially now that I have 
a Morris to play with so if anyone in the area is interested, give me a call on 01724 853 
078 and we'll see what we can do. My next trip out will be the Messingham show on 

31st May. (More picx to come). And, of course ,after many years in waiting, this year it looks like we’ll actually turn up at 
Thoresby with a Morris!                      
                     Mike Greenwood

M M O C  R A L Ly  a t  S A N D TO F T  M u S E u M  4 t h  M Ay  2 0 0 9

E V E N T  I N V I T E S

Sun 19th July: NECPWA Newby Hall. Entries from Harry Fletcher, “Nyora” Dale Road, Shildon, Co Durham DL4 2LB 

Sat 25th July: Classic Cars, welcome on Dunford Parish Gala at the Community Centre, on the A616 between New Mill 
and Flouch roundabout (sat nav)

Sat/Sun 1st/2nd August: The Hebden Bridge Vintage Weekend. entries to 6 and 7 Duck Hill, Pecket Well, Hebden 
Bridge, HX7 8RD or mail@hebdenbridge-vintageweekend.org.uk

Sat 22nd August: Kirkstall Classic Car Show entries Steve Waldenberg, 39 Winding Way, Leeds LS17 7RG
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After having lunch in the town, we strolled back to the 
station in leisurely fashion, pausing awhile on the 

bridge to watch the boats on the river. As we entered the 
station we were met by two policemen who asked us to 
accompany them. They led us a short distance to a desk at 
which two men were sitting. One of them asked to see our 
passports in the peremptory manner to which we were now 
becoming accustomed, and to declare what money we had 
in our possession. We were again faced with the problem 
of language, and it seems strange that no one among the 
German officials we had so far encountered spoke English. 
However it did not take us long to realise that they were 
enquiring about our exchange of German money at the 
Swiss bank, and it was perhaps fortunate for our peace 
of mind that we were unaware of the fact that we had 
committed a serious offence, which in Hitler’s Germany 
probably carried a prison sentence, if not something worse.
The German method of interrogation was to shout the same 
question repeatedly until it was understood, and there 
was one question in particular that caused the maximum 
confusion. It was, as far as I can remember, 
“Habe sie ein Fuhrershein?” I immediately 
recognised the word “Fuhrershein” because I 
had seen it printed on the German page of my 
driving licence.
“No, I have not got it on me,” I said, “It is probably 
in the car.” Shephard told me afterwards that I 
kept repeating slowly and in a loud voice “it may 
be in the car”, a phrase' which, in later years, was 
to become a catch phrase among my friends and 
always guaranteed to raise a laugh. At the time, 
however, the situation was singularly devoid of 
humour, and was in fact becoming rather tense. 
I discovered later, of course, that the word 
“Fuhrershein” meant any kind of licence or permit, and 
that we were being asked, not whether we had a licence to 
drive a car, but a permit to take money out of the country. 
At some point in the proceedings, I asked the official in the 
best German I could muster, “Haben sie ein man sprechen 
Englische?” (Have you anybody who can speak English?) 
“Nein”, snapped the man at the desk, and Shephard, rather 
facetiously, whispered, “One would be enough.”
Any suggestion of levity on our part brought a sharp rebuke, 
but I followed up my enquiry by asking whether they had 
anyone who could speak French. Rather surprisingly, 
someone went off immediately and returned after a short 
while with a woman interpreter. Unfortunately this only 
served to exacerbate what was rapidly becoming a highly 
charged situation, for her French was far too rapid for us 
to understand. Tempers were getting frayed and one of the 
men started to shout at us, and to bang the table with his 
fist. We were getting a little edgy ourselves, and simulating 
anger, I too banged the table, declaring in a loud voice, 

“We are British citizens; our passports are perfectly in 
order; how dare you shout at me!” Shephard whispered, 
“Don’t do that; you will only make him worse.”
How far the exchange would have gone, I cannot guess, but 
it was brought to an end abruptly by the sudden arrival of 
two men in uniform whom we first took to be policemen. 
We noticed, however, that these men wore a different 
kind of uniform and carried arms, and it was clear from 
their gestures and general demeanour that we were under 
arrest.
With a soldier on each side of us, Shephard and I were 
marched off along the station platform and down a long 
corridor. I still have a very vivid recollection of that march, 
and in particular Shephard’s remark to me, “Well”, he 
said with a grin, “it’s every man for himself now.” I do not 
know whether we consciously saw ourselves in the role of 
Charters and Caldicott, the two imperturbable Englishmen 
who were popular characters in the films of the period, but 
neither of us felt unduly disturbed at the course events 
were taking. Two innocents abroad, we were totally 

unaware that we were becoming embroiled with 
the representatives of a dangerous and ruthless 
regime. We seemed incapable of taking the 
Germans seriously with their Nazi uniforms, 
Swastika badges, and pompous Hitler salutes.
Still under guard, we left the station, and after 
proceeding for a short distance along the street, 
entered a building on the other side of the road. 
We mounted stairs to the first floor and were 
shown into a room and told to wait. The guards 
retired, leaving us alone. It was an ordinary 
office-type room with a few chairs and a large 
desk in the centre. I have since been told by those 

who know about these things, that the room was almost 
certainly “bugged”, which is why no doubt, we were left 
to ourselves for some 15 minutes. We sat and talked for a 
while, and then, tired of waiting, I said I thought we might 
go. Shephard agreed, and we rose and opened the door, 
but only to discover a sentry on the other side who quietly 
and firmly pushed us back into the room.
We had barely resumed our seats when the door opened 
and there entered an officer wearing a dark uniform. He 
strode into the room in a quick businesslike way, and 
seated himself at the desk facing us. He was middle-aged, 
of medium height, and rather heavily built, and wore a 
black uniform with silver facings, which I can identify
now as the uniform of the SS. He was obviously of senior 
rank. To our relief, he spoke excellent English, and his 
manner was formal and polite. May I see your passports 
please?” We handed them over, and he studied them for 
some time before looking up.

to be continued next month

We were 
unaware 

of the fact 
that we had 
committed 
a serious 
offence

”

“

It is the summer of 1939 and things take a turn for the worst when the Morris men 
are arrested and interrogated by the S.S.

THE PARSON and THE FIDDLER (Part 6)
The Story of a Journey

by J. E. JAMES
Written in 1985 and dedicated to C. W. Shephard



Letters to the Editor

In view of the mention, in the last issue of Morris Monthly, 
by Chairman Dave Harris that “Harry Edwards has 

decided to hang up his Editor’s hat” and your own comment 
that “Harry Edwards is stepping down as Journal Editor”, 
I must point out that this was not something I personally 
wished to do.
The fact is that at the President’s Conference in April 
(at which I was unable to attend) it was agreed that Bob 
Beaumont would try to persuade Harry to accept that the 

Journal be incorporated into the Newsletter with a specific 
number of pages each month, or that the Journal be 
incorporated into the Newsletter with a specific number of 
pages on a quarterly basis. If I didn’t want to accept these 
options the Journal would cease production altogether.
At no time was I given the option to continue the Journal 
in its present form.

Harry Edwards
Morris Register Historian

Editor’s Comment:
Those present at the President’s Conference did vote for this action to be taken, but perhaps a more detailed account 
of proceedings, which outlines the basis of the decisions needs to be made available for the whole of the memebership.

THE JOURNAL
Dear Editor,

Peter Smart’s letter in the May Newsletter on Redex 
stirred a few memories. I was also brought up to believe 

that it was the solution to all engine ills. The original was 
a rape seed oil designed to soften carbon and prevent 
sticking valves; indeed 10 cc bled into the air intake was 
supposed to carry out a complete decoke!
In 1967 I fitted a Redex Lubrocharger to my first Morris 
(1938 Series 1 2 Seater EMU 975, now I believe in 
Guernsey). This cunning device consisted of a quart can 
of Redex in the toolbox with a pipe to an instrument fitted 
in the cockpit with a curved sight glass and a button. A 
second plastic pipe led to a tapping in the inlet manifold. 
The suction in the manifold drew Redex in to the sight 
glass, which then slowly bleed into the engine. However, 
if desired, you pressed the button to release a 2 cc (?) 

shot of the sacred liquid into a manifold. At speed the 
resultant smoke quickly dispersed but in stationary traffic 
it produced an amazing smokescreen with that distinctive 
smell.  Pedestrians started to cough and wave their arms 
about, whilst you disappeared literally in a puff of smoke. 
Great fun but not very green. Incidentally, when I bought 
the car there was a whistle tapped into the exhaust manifold. 
This was controlled by a pull cord back to the cockpit. This 
made a wonderful noise, which when combined with the 
Lubrocharger, could clear whole high streets!

Mike Capper
837/1

REDEX
Dear Editor,

Editor’s Comment
Thanks for this Mike, I’d like to how far down the road 
you’d get these days with such devices fitted.

It is good that Morris Monthly has a section from The Daily 
Eight Driver. His description of brake cylinder honing was 
very informative and useful, much better than the wet and 
dry method I used on one of mine 10 years ago! 
However I cannot believe that anyone would clamp a 
hose with mole grips! On a new flexible, it is occasionally 
acceptable to clamp in the middle of the hose using a 
purpose made round section clamp. But even if the hose 
is only a year or two old, clamping properly will almost 
guarantee failure, let alone the pressure and sharpness of 
mole grips.
This month Mike has discussed his view on overheating. 
I have to say, I believe he may not have taken sufficient 
account of good workshop practice regarding the gasket 

issue, and I disagree with his explanation and cure. I know 
I am tempting fate here, but I followed good workshop 
practice when assembling my cylinder head 11 years 
ago, and I also had my radiator re-cored and the block 
passages cleared out before fitting new core plugs. I am 
on an original, but fully sleeved/std piston rebored  rebuilt  
engine with unleaded valve seats in the block. And after 
11000 miles using similar modern unleaded fuel, my car 
does not overheat or blow gaskets. And not a coolant 
additive in sight!

Bob Bryan
1061/2
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DAILY EIGHT DRIVER
Dear Editor,

Editor’s Comment
Mike Porter certainly seems to be generating interest!
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from NATIONAL MEMbERSHIP SECRETARy, John Nagle

M E M b E R  N u M b E R  0 0 1 0 1

The saga of the Club database continues. I am still missing a load of information on members and their 
cars. If you are not sure whether you have recently submitted an update of your personal and car 

details, please go to the Club website and download and print a “membership renewal form”, fill in 
your details and mark it DATA ONLY so that I can differentiate from renewals.  If in doubt lay one 
on me!!
On a lighter side, the page on the membership form that asks for car details has a box at the top 
for the person’s name. It is amusing to note that quite often the member’s nickname for their car is 
entered in this box!!!  Most seem to be feminine, i.e. Doris the Morris, Emmeline and Jemima, but we 
also have Bertie, Bouncer and the Red Bomb!!

N A M E S  A N D  D ATA

In 1953, a certain Ronald Edwards wanted to buy a family car. He set off to visit a second hand car dealer on a bomb site 
in Stockport, and by chance took with him his younger brother Harold. After due 

consideration an Austin Ten Four (shame!) was selected and purchased. While the 
negotiations were taking place, young Harold found on the lot a Morris Eight saloon 

which took his fancy, and although 
he had had no intention of buying 
a car he was carried away with the 
moment. What a good idea it would 
be to have a car of his own! The 
Morris was purchased, and Harry 
Edwards, as the Club knows him 
was about to embark on a lifetime 
love of and association with Morris 
cars.  
The saloon served for a few years, and was subsequently replaced with a 
tourer, BJB 362. (The car a 1938 Series 2 first registered in Berkshire is 
still extant and in the good hands of fellow member David Newman who 

lives at Ansty near Coventry.) As a result of meeting with like minded fellow 
owners of Morris Eight tourers the “Morris Eight Tourer Club’” was formed, 
which subsequently became the Morris Register.
Harry told me this story a few days ago when we met for lunch at his local 
pub, and related how he became member number one of the club, and 
went on to officiate in various posts up to the present day, when he is Club 
Historian.  Although he has now retired from editing the Journal, I am sure 
it will not be too long before we see his contributions appearing in a section 
of  the Morris Monthly. I know we would all like that.

Harry currently has three 
cars, a 1930 Minor Saloon, a 
1935 Ten Four Saloon and 
a very unusual 1935 Pre 
Series Eight with a Jensen 
4 Seater Tourer body.  One 
very special feature on the 
Jensen  is that Harry has 
fitted the unusual radiator 
mascot from his original 
Eight Saloon from all 
those years ago!  A small 
reminder of the past.
We spent a pleasant few 

hours spent doing what we all like best, talking of old cars and old times 
over a pint and a pleasant meal. Thank you, Harry, for the pleasure of your 
company and sharing your reminiscences with us all.

Checking 
a parts 

list in the 
office

A youthful Harry with 
his first Eight in 1953

The Pre-Series Ten Four

The Jensen bodied Eight

BELOW:
The mascot that now resides on the Jensen 
is the one from Harry’s first car.
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  What’s it worth? (See p2): On offer at €28,500

FROM OLD TO NEW

New and returning members

MEMBER       LOCATION PHONE e-MAIL                 CAR DETAILS

Neil Castle Petworth GU28 01798 344 227 neilc@woodpeckercourt.fsnet.
co.uk

Andrew Vigor Greenford UB6 0208 575 6154 andrew.vigor@virgin.net

Roger Pantling Southam CV47 01926 613 383 roger@rogerpantling.
orangehome.co.uk 1937 Eight Series 1 4 Door Saloon

Rod & Linda
Shulver Ormesby St. Margaret NR29 01493 730 218 rshulver@btinternet.com 1938 Eight Series 2 2 Seater Tourer

Philip & Jan
Kerry Achnasheen IV22 01445 760 320 philip111kerry@btintrtnet.com 1947 Eight Series E Saloon

Darren Caton Stoke-on-Trent ST7 01782 783 770 dcaton@ic24.net 1935 Eight Pre-Series 4 Seater Tourer
Malcolm Ward
& Linda Wilkinson Carlisle CA2 01228 598 902 madamlinda@taltalk.net 1937 Eight Series 1 4 Door Saloon

Stan & Janet
Wilkinson Wokingham RG41 0118 978 9268 janetwilkinson1@homecall.co.uk 1951 Commercial 3 Door Estate

Stephen & Karen
Peters Tipton DY4 0121 556 3427 karen.peters@btconnect.com 1938 Eight Series 2 Saloon

Carole & Charles
Busby Banbury OX16 01295 266 036 buzzezbabe@hotmail.com 1935 Eight Pre-Series 2 Seater Tourer

Brian & Jacqueline 
Ryley Nottingham NG2 0115 923 2840 1931 Minor OHC Semi Sports

David & Denise
Cole Newport Pagnell MK16 01234 391 992 dave@colebuildersltd.com 1937 Eight Series 2 4 Seater Tourer

Graham Knight
& Neil Spalding Preston PR4 01772 690 863 graham_knight@yahoo.co.uk 1938 Eight Series 2 2 Door Saloon

John Larkham Felpham PO22 01243 863 741 jlarkham@tiscalli.co.uk

Robin Cooke Halsall L39 01704 841 991 acorncattery@aol.com 1928 Commercial
T1 Tonner Flat Back Pickup

Garry Bevan Taunton TA3 01823 480 522 garrybevan@tiscali.co.uk 1937 Eight Series 2 Saloon
Douglas & Teresa 
Foreman Coalville LE67 01530 458 535 douglas.foreman1@ntlworld.com 1936 Eight Series 1 2 Door Saloon

Barrie & June
Bird Nr. Insch AB52 01464 820 255 bird@oldmanse.net

Roger & Claudia
Geeson Nailsea BS48 01275 856 020 r.geeson@blueyonder.co.uk

Jarek Grebenik Market Rasen LN8 01673 885 562 jarek.grebenik@environment-
agency.gov.uk 1946 Eight Series E Saloon

Sue & Mark
Oxenbury Exeter EX3 01392 876 576 sue@theoakloft.co.uk 1936 Eight Series 1 4 Seater Tourer

Membership number 12137 
belongs to Stan Wilkinson 
from Wokingham.  He is a 
new member, and like Harry 
Edwards’ first Eight tourer, his 
Z series also has a Berkshire 
registration, GJB 61.  
Stan is a sign-writer by 
profession, and back in 1986 
when sign-writing a traction 
engine he discovered GJB 61 

languishing in a barn.  The engine and gearbox had been removed 
for scrap, and the owner said he was going to burn the remains!!  A 
rescue mission was undertaken and the car put aside by Stan as a 
retirement project.   

That time has now come, and 
the task is about to commence.  
However, the car’s history is 
a little different from Harry’s 
tourer.  The chassis cab is 
believed to have been exported to 
South Africa when new in 1950, 
and when it returned home to the 
UK a year later it sported a 3 door 
Woodie coachwork.  I love the fabric roof on wooden slats, it must be like sitting in an 
airing cupboard!!

It’s all right,
it’s the back!

Stan ready to
make a start

I do love the roof!
Wot, no engine?
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1934
Morris 10/4

Saloon

A common concern amongst Morris members 
is that young people do not seem to share the 

commitment needed to keep our old cars on the road.  
Last year at Thorseby I was chatting to Paul Jackson 
when his young son waved to us both from a distance.  
Had I known then what I know now, I would have raced 
after him caring not a jot for my reputation.

On 1st March 1934, a Morris 10/4 pre Series was given 
the registration ACE 343 and bought by a man who lived 
in Exeter whose son inherited the car.  Then follows a 
familiar story that he stripped the car down with hopes 
of completing a rebuild but was forced to sell it (on 
eBay) when a house move could not accommodate the 
car and its various bits and pieces.

Paul was keen to get hold of a Morris to do up and so 
with his brother’s help, they set off from Newton Aycliffe 
in Co Durham  to see the car.  Unfortunately the car 
was in a poorer condition than they had thought, it had 
been some time since it started, and the car was badly 
painted light blue with red wings.  After a few tense 
hours of negotiation, a price was agreed and the car 
brought back to share its new home with Paul, Yasmin 
and Tony.   After a gruelling journey trailering the car 
home, Paul fell asleep and when he woke at 6.00pm, 
Tony, who was then only nine years old, had correctly 
jacked the car up and was contemplating the best way 
to correct one of the running boards.  It was August 
2003.

Move on six years to May 2009 and the Morris has 
almost had its rebuild.  The red oxide paintwork has 
been removed from the wings and the sound body 
repainted in light blue.  Over the summer, a friend will 
be completing the interior and whilst the car will not 
be at Thorseby this year, the car will hopefully be fully 
restored to its former glory by September.

These, and the many more pictures which can be found 
on the family website, have all been taken by Tony, who 
is busy studying for his GCSEs before heading off to 
college in September to do a course in Business Studies 
and then go on to study Upholstery after a very happy 
and inspiring work study experience.  In between 
helping his Dad with the car, Tony also moonlights as 
a webmaster for the family’s site: www.jacksonsite.
co.uk.   I don’t need to write anything else, except 
perhaps to add that Tony can’t wait for his birthday 
when he can ride his new moped to college.  And start 
saving up to buy his own very first Morris 8.

T h e  J a c k s o n 
F i v e  Te n

by barbara Symonds
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Maharaja’s Morris?
A fascinating recent BBC televison programme dealt with Rolls Royces which have survived in India 

from the time of the Maharajas. For some inexplicable reason, the programme makers never sought 
out any lowlier marques, so with the aid of the internet, a few of these fascinating survivors will be 

featured here in the months 
ahead. 

The person who came across 
this Eight and posted the 

pictures said “I saw this car 
when I was driving to Trichur 
from Cochin today morning. 

The photos are crappy 
because I was trembling 

(my Dad too) after seeing 
this beauty of a machine. 
It’s up for sale at a hefty 

price, totally redone and with all original parts. I was never this 
interested in pre 1950s 
until today. This car was 

with a mechanic who 
totally redid this car from 
the scratch and totally in 

house, even the painting.”
I guess this makes your 

Editor less unhappy about the 
few non-original features on 

his Morris!
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Mike  Por ter,  DAILy EIGHT DRIVER, is on the carpet again
My articles for Morris Mechanicals are in a way a diary of my activities, with added information coming from the MVS 
group and general contact with the Membership.
The Register and myself are not offering technical advice but an insight into my experiences as a regular 
user/restorer of Morris 8s. I am quite capable of getting it wrong: 11 weeks in plaster after a crank 
handle incident proves this! The articles, I hope, provide information and food for thought, but are not 
Technical Advice. I believe the articles to be of interest and they do provoke comment as to whether I 
am right or wrong, or if there is another way of doing a job or other sources of materials /parts. So the 
message is do not follow my lead but make a considered decision before working on your 8, a decision 
that is yours and yours alone in the knowledge that the Register and myself accept no liability for your 
actions following reading articles in the Morris Monthly.
So having got the commercial out of the way, I can now proceed to this months topic of Morris 8 carpets. I spent some 
time researching the subject with input from the late Geoff Creese whose Eight was in the family before he was born, and 
Harry Edwards. I determined from the Series 2 handbook that their was no edging sewn onto the originals and that the 
front was a single piece that fitted around the rubber gearbox cover not over it. The rear single piece is deceptive as if it is 
cut as a rectangle. This will leave you short of material over the back of the transmission cover, as the panel supporting 
the rear seat is not vertical. So I set about making a new set. The rear was easy as it could be measured for length and 
then cut and rolled across the car to mark off and cut to length. They are then retained with a total of 8 fittings, which I 
obtained from Marstons in Birmingham. The fronts stay in place on their own but should have a number of pins to retain 
them: Bob Bryan displayed a photo of one recently on the MVS site.
To obtain the shape of the front carpet I used an old sheet with parallel lines to cut a template, by laying it in the car 
and cutting it to shape, the parallel lines enabled me to bring it back into parallel after it was cut to shape so that the cut 
piece was the correct shape prior to cutting, thus the overlap by your left foot is achieved. As I have several 8s, I then 
transferred the template to plywood and can now make a front carpet in 5 minutes at a cost of under £20.
No sooner had I finished when Jack Peppiat posted photos (below, with his comments) on the MVS site showing his 
original carpets and replacements made by Coverdales, who on second attempt, produced the correct replacements. 
From the photos I spotted a rubber heal pad that I had no prior knowledge of, so I have a bit more work to do producing 
one of these. So there is now plenty of information available for making carpets or purchasing a set according to your 
desire or budget!

“The rear carpet is in need of the 8 press stud fastenings, the weather 
was too good to miss and so in my determination to use the car on any  
possible occassion it has been left until a rainy day to fix.”

“The edge binding is really quite discreet 
and covers the binding on the seatboard 
which wraps around the board and is visible 
under the  car. The runner blocks have also 
been covered in new carpet.”

“The front carpet is in one piece, the original 
heal mat has been reinforced with a glued-
on hessian backing and sewn on.”
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Members: A single private small 
ad, with/without a photo, is free.
Non-members: contact the Editor

COMMERCIAL ADS
Traders or commercial 
enterprises who might be 
interested in advertising 
in Morris Monthly, please 
contact:

 Lionel Smith
Commercial Ad. Manager

01902 780 607
07730 309 288

lionel.p@homecall.co.uk

SMALL ADS
should be posted/emailed to:
Rob Symonds, 49 Gorsy 
Road, Quinton, B’ham 

B32 2SJ  0121 682 0640
theeditor@morrisregister.co.uk

Free for members (max 1 car 
per month)  Non-members:
please contact for charges.

Car for Sale
1925 Bullnose Morris Oxford 4/5 seat 
tourer. Claret over black. MoT and 
taxed. Photos can be arranged.
£12,500   Dave Robertson
01224 316 076 (Aberdeen)

Parts for Sale
For those members with commercial 
vehicles: Recently obtained: 30x5, 
32x6, 600x20 and 650x20 tyres.
Tony Etheridge 01923 231 699
24 hr ansaphone (Watford)

Car for Sale

1933 Minor two door fixed head 
saloon. Original reg. UD 5962, 
which has been owned by me for 
the past 39 years. Currently laid up 
in adry garage, it was last on the 
road in June 2006. Structurally and 
mechanically very good except for 
the engine which is very noisy with 
low oil pressure. It is hand painted 
with a scruffy part original interior. 
Photo was taken a few years ago 
before trafficators were fitted.
£1500 ovno.
Brian Walters
07742 588 878 (Bovingdon, Herts)

Car for Sale

1946 Morris 8 Series E four door 
saloon. Immaculate condition. 10 
months MoT. Very reliable. Well 
known car, it is a regular at North 
West shows. Only selling due to 
bereavement.
£5,500 ono.
Graham Swallow
01260 299 743 (Congleton, Cheshire)

Car for Sale
Morris Eight Series-2 1937 Four Seat 
Tourer.  Maroon black.  Complete 
with black hood, sidescreens and 
superb black tonneau and hood cover.  
Fully waxoled. 12-months MoT and 
tax.  Body off full restoration with 
photo.  Record and receipts for over 
8k, original log book.  Reg no. CPX 
489.  Sirrom oil can and holder.  To 
include service info sheets, master 
parts lists, register publications, 
video, etc..  Picnic hamper, engine 
and gear oil, axle stands, trolley 
jack, unrestored luggage rack and 
brackets, and a second restored 
spare wheel.  New spares as follows:  
complete exhaust system, springs, 
valves, +.040 piston set, gaskets, 
clutch, SU carb with (s/hand) air 
silencer, distributor, voltage control 
unit etc. plus used spares, e.g.half 
shafts, windscreen, engine, etc..  An 
outstanding car hardly used, since 
being restored as Mot certificates 
verify.  Sadly ill health forces sale.  
£7,000 ono.
M. Mills 01733 571 763 (Peterborough)

Parts Wanted
For Morris Cowley 1933 Model: front 
shock absorbers (Armstrong) in 
working order please.
Chris Bland
01793 783 057 (Shrivenham, Wilts)

Parts for Sale
Morris 8 S1 - Wire Wheels £20 
each.Tow bar - make me an offer. 
Windscreen (chrome) £70 ono. Rear 
Bumper in perfect shape £20, Prop 
shaft £40 ono, 4 Hub Caps £50 ono. 
Luggage rack £50. Morris MM - 2 
Workshop Manuals £10 each. Morrisol 
can £30.      Ted Pate (ex-member)
01395 269 933 or 07729 060 484 
(Exmouth)

Car Wanted
Morris Eight Series II
Looking for a sound original car 
to be driven, not locked away 
as a concours d'elegance Queen. 
Preference for a two door, 
sliding head, but open to other 
specifications.
Barrie Bird 01464 820 255 or 
07778543849 (Aberdeenshire)
bird@oldmanse.net

Car for Sale

1934 Pre-Series Morris Eight  two-
seater. Damask red over black. 
Recent  tax and MOT. Car is in good 
running order.  Bodywork is average.  
Recently re-built  Series E type 
engine and stainless exhaust. £3,650 
to include some useful spares
Sue Stempt
01483 273 237 (Cranleigh, Surrey)

Car Wanted
Series E Tourer: condition not 
important. Quick payment. Any 
distance.
Lionel Smith 01902 780607
/07730 309 288 (Wolverhampton)
Parts (and Information) Wanted
For 1938 Morris 25 Series 3
Yes I am serious! Recently acquired, 
this car is in very good condition but 
I have very little information about 
the model or this one in particular. 
(WVS 414 which was originally SS 
5164 as featured in HWE book).
Grateful for any literature or 
documentation about these rare 
cars. Particular need for one Jackall 
unit and a good 5 stud 4.50 x 16 
Easiclean wheel.
Martin Redmond
01234 218 036 (Bedford)
martinredmond@btopenworld.com 
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Please submit pictures of 
interest to the Editor
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RIGHT:
Tommy Jardine’s Series 2 Eight, with possibly Morris 
Register’s youngest enthusiast, 4 year old daughter 
Joannamei.
(If you think otherwise, send in a picture).

Tommy Jardine

LEFT:
Series E Tourer at Devils’s Elbow, taken, 
with his permission, from a book called 
“Scotland’s Motoring Century” by Robert 
Grieves.

Ronnie Johnson

RIGHT:
“I have just installed an engine in my latest Morris Eight 
Series 2, but not the correct one. It is in fact a 1952 MM 
derivative which fits OK but I cannot work out how to 
plumb in hydraulic transmission to the rear axle, so I may 
have to ask a fireman how to do it as it is attached to a fire 
pump!

Mike Porter

LEFT:
Alias Smith and Jones:
Lionel Smith’s Series E with Ron Jones’s 
Austin Seven van, proving that  Morris 
men really do like Austins.

Rob Symonds


